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Determination of pore-size distribution in low-dielectric thin films
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Positronium annihilation lifetime spectroscopy is used to determine the pore-size distribution in
low-dielectric thin films of mesoporous methylsilsesquioxane. A physical model of positronium
trapping and annihilating in isolated pores is presented. The systematic dependence of the deduced
pore-size distribution on pore shape/dimensionality and sample temperature is predicted using a
simple quantum mechanical calculation of positronium annihilation in a rectangular pore. A
comparison with an electron microscope image is presented. ©2000 American Institute of
Physics.@S0003-6951~00!03810-9#
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There is currently a great deal of interest in introduci
and characterizing nanometer-sized voids into thin silica
polymer films. Such porous films are being intensely purs
by the microelectronics industry as a strategy for reduc
the dielectric constant of interlayer insulators in microele
tronic devices. Unfortunately, there are relatively few tec
niques capable of probing the average pore size and/or
pore size distribution in submicron films on thick substrat
This is particularly true if the voids are closed~not intercon-
nected! so that gas absorption techniques are not availa
Neutron scattering1 and positronium annihilation lifetime
spectroscopy~PALS!2 have recently been used to determi
an average pore size in silica films and Doppler broaden
positron spectroscopy3 has been used to probe open volum
in silsesquioxane films. None of the methods can determi
pore-size distribution in porous silica~this is apparently a
fundamental limitation in neutron scattering, whereas w
PALS the limitation is a result of the complete interconne
edness of the silica pores2!. In closed-pore systems PAL
may be uniquely capable of deducing a pore-size distri
tion, even in films buried under metal overlayers. The goa
this letter is to develop this PALS capability in a porous fi
that nominally has closed pores.

The sample films studied were formed by spin castin
homogeneous mixture of poly~methylsilsesquioxane!
~MSSQ! and 10% by weight poly~caprolactone! ~PCL!, a
degradable porogen. Upon heating to 250 °C the MSSQ
polymer polymerizes and crosslinks, causing the PCL ph
to separate into domains. At 430 °C the PCL has degra
and volatilized, leaving behind a mesoporous, 0.8-mm-thick
MSSQ film4 with a dielectric constant of 2.5. We have pe
formed a detailed PALS study of this system for varyi
PCL weight fractions, sample temperature, and proces
conditions. Our focus here is to develop a physical mode

a!Electronic mail: gidley@umich.edu
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the diffusion, trapping, and annihilation of positronium~Ps!
in these films in order to determine the pore-size distribut
from the PALS spectrum.

In using PALS with thin films5,6 a focused beam of sev
eral keV positrons forms positronium~Ps, the electron-
positron bound state! over a distribution of depths that de
pends on the beam energy. Ps inherently localizes in
pores where its natural lifetime of 142 ns is reduced by
nihilation with molecular electrons during collisions with th
pore surfaces. The collisionally reduced lifetime is correla
with void size.2 This correlation is the key feature that pe
mits a PALS lifetime distribution to be transformed into
pore-size distribution if Ps is trapped in isolated voids
varying sizes. This was not the case in the interconnec
voids of porous silica films2 where the highly mobile Ps
atoms all sample the same average pore size and henc
nihilate with a single, average lifetime. Porous MSSQ p
sents a distribution of Ps lifetimes.

Lifetime spectra acquired before and after decompo
tion of the PCL are compared in Fig. 1. Data are typica
acquired with an 8000 channel time-to-digital converter o
a time range of 1.25ms. Initially we used the standard pro
gramPOSFITto fit discrete lifetimes to this spectrum. Prior t
PCL decomposition the ‘‘unfoamed’’ film presents lifetime
consistent with those in bulk MSSQ~0.4 ns, 1.5 ns, 6 ns, an
a low intensity component at 140 ns consistent with ba
scattered positrons forming Ps in vacuum!, but no mesopo-
rous lifetime components~in the range 10–120 ns! are ob-
served. The sample foamed at 430 °C shows long-liv
events that cannot be fitted with a single lifetime. At lea
two components~around 45 and 120 ns! are required in the
POSFIT fitting, with the long lifetime component being in
dicative of diffusion and escape of Ps into the vacuum. T
suspicion was confirmed by spectra acquired after the ap
cation of an 80 nm, sputter-deposited, Al capping layer t
confines Ps to the porous film. The 120 ns component du
2 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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escaping Ps disappeared as expected and lifetime com
nents around 20 and 60 ns emerged, suggesting that o
fraction of the pores are interconnected. Thus, these fi
may have a complex, partially interconnected, pore struct
We will use the capped film spectra to eliminate specio
results from the escape of Ps through the surface.

The lifetime histograms shown in Fig. 1 are given
dNPs/dt, whereNPs is the total number of Ps annhilation
recorded.~We fit only data havingt>60 ns, thus avoiding
the bulk components whose lifetimes are all less than 6!
We use the continuum fitting program,CONTIN,7 specialized
for exponential lifetime analysis to obtain from these dat
Ps lifetime distribution,dNPs/dt, wheret is the Ps lifetime
~see Fig. 2!. The uniqueness of this fitted distribution is
well-known issue withCONTIN.8–10The peak widths in Fig. 2
are very sensitive to certain deconvolution parameters
should only be considered as typical of a class of statistic
acceptable, bimodal lifetime distributions. The important
sult here is that bothCONTIN and POSFIT find at least two,
separable, lifetime components.

Given a statistically acceptable Ps lifetime distributio
dNPs/dt, the goal is to transform this distribution into

FIG. 1. The lifetime histograms comparing fully decomposed 10% P
porogen~foamed! with that of a similar sample prior to any decompositio
~unfoamed!. The formation of mesopores with long Ps lifetimes is evide

FIG. 2. The lifetime distributions fitted usingCONTIN for an Al-capped
sample of 10% PCL fully decomposed in MSSQ. The distribution is clea
shifted downward by the elevated sample temperature.
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distribution of void sizes. More precisely, we can extrac
relative distribution of specific void volume~void volume
per unit sample volume! as a function of the void’s mean
free path,l, which is given classically byl 54Vvoid /Svoid ,
where Vvoid /Svoid is the volume-to-surface area ratio in
particular void. We introducel as a linear measure of por
size that in the large-pore limit does not depend on any
sumed model of pore shape. To illustrate this point we h
calculated2 t vs l for two different rectangular pore mode
geometries: three-dimensional~3D! cubes, and two-
dimensional~2D! infinitely long square channels. As can b
seen in Fig. 3 the curves are slightly model dependent in
quantum mechanical regime but merge for large pores.

We first consider the case of a specific but arbitrary v
geometry for which the Ps lifetime in the void at a give
temperature is a unique function ofl. Given the functiont( l )
for this geometry we can determine the size distribution
pores in which Ps annihilates,

dNPs

dl
5

dNPs

dt

dt

dl
. ~1!

This distribution must be corrected for any pore size dep
dence in the trapping probability of Ps. Thus

dNPs

dl
5

dNvoid

dl
PT , ~2!

wheredNvoid /dl is the void number-density distribution inl
andPT is thel-dependent specific trapping probability. If w
write dV/dl as the specific void-volume distribution for th
given void geometry, we have

dV

dl
5

dNvoid

dl
Vvoid5

dNPs

dl

Vvoid

PT
. ~3!

Since Ps is formed in the solid material and must sub
quently diffuse into the pores we expect Ps trapping to fa
pores with large surface area. Thus, we assumePT}Svoid and
hence we find thatVvoid /PT} l . The desired relation betwee
specific void-volume distribution and Ps lifetime distributio
for a particular void geometry is then given by

.

y

FIG. 3. The geometry and temperature dependence of the calculate
lifetime with mean free path in a pore.~See Ref. 2 for more details on th
calculation.!
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dV

dl
}

dNPs

dt

dt

dl
l . ~4!

This particular distribution is especially convenient beca
it is rigorously pore-shape and pore model independent in
large-pore limit. Pore-shape dependence is only introdu
throught( l ) ~within the approximation thatPT depends on
surface area but not explicitly on pore geometry!.

Figure 4 shows the void volume distributions obtain
from the lifetime distributions shown in Fig. 2 using the po
size calibrations presented in Fig. 3. The solid symbols
curves correspond to the high and low temperature res
derived using a closed, cubic pore model of side len
a @ l 5(2/3)a#. For comparison, the open symbols a
dashed curves are the same spectra analyzed using an
nitely long, square-channel pore model (l 5a). Although the
lifetime distributions in Fig. 2 were acquired at two differe
temperatures and are therefore quite different, the dedu
pore-size distributions in Fig. 4 are quite similar. This is
important systematic test of the model that demonstrates
Ps is thermally distributed throughout the entire void volu
and not, for example, adsorbed on the void surface.
variation in the deduced specific void volume with the p
ticular void-shape model~3D cubes vs 2D channels! prob-
ably represents a fundamental limitation of positroniu
physics. The systematically larger pore sizes deduced u
the channels as compared with the cubic pores is indica
of a typical systematic error that should be assigned in
determination of these distributions.

In this particular MSSQ film a bimodal distribution o
lifetimes is fitted byCONTIN ~andPOSFIT! which then trans-
forms into a bimodal pore distribution. The relative inten
ties of the two peaks are not invariant under the transfor
tion because of the linear factor ofl in Eq. ~4!. The relative
peak intensities of the lifetime distribution~40% and 60% for
the short and long lifetime peaks, respectively! then become
24% and 76% in the relative void volume fraction. Howev
these relative intensities would have been much m
skewed to roughly 5% and 95%, respectively, had we

FIG. 4. The specific void-volume distributions derived from the transform
tion of the lifetime spectra in Fig. 2 using the corresponding lifetime c
bration in Fig. 3. Each distribution is normalized to unity in total speci
void-volume. The solid vs dashed curves represent the nominal depend
on the assumed shape of the pore.
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assumed that Ps trapping depended on the pore surface
Hence, the reasonable assumption thatPT}Svoid is important
to quantitative interpretation of the pore-size distribution a
future PALS work should attempt to test this hypothes
Nonetheless, we have presented a physical model that
vides the basis for transforming a Ps lifetime distribution in
a pore size distribution that becomes~as it should! com-
pletely pore-model independent in the limit of large pores

Quantitative comparison with transmission electron m
crography~TEM! presented in Ref. 4~using a similar 10%
PCL in MSSQ sample! is complicated by the fact that TEM
produces a 2D projection of a 100 nm slice of the film
Digital image analysis is found to be highly sensitive to t
selected image contrast. However, simple visual analysi
the micrograph clearly distinguishes two size scales: ther
an overall mottling of the image at a scale of about 4 nm a
there are clearly what appear to be pores at the 10–20
level. The PALS data substantiate the 4 nm size scale
give no indication of pores with mean free paths larger th
5 nm. Assuming that these big pores observed by TEM
not artifacts of thin sample preparation then the PALS d
suggest that these pores are irregular in shape~e.g., flattened
or cellular! so as to producel'3 – 4 nm. While no definitive
comparison can be made on the basis of this one film
appears from PALS thatl in the pores is smaller than woul
naively be deduced from simple visual inspection of t
TEM image. Unaccountably low Ps lifetimes could be co
sistent with enhanced annihilation at the pore surface d
for example, to Van der Waals attraction or activation
paramagnetic~spin flip! quenching centers.11 These surface
effects are not considered in the simple Tau–Eldrup mo
~which is explicitly material independent!. Although the
pore-size calibration appears to be quite accurate in sili2

further comparison of PALS results with TEM images, ne
tron scattering analysis, and gas absorption results is imp
tive for quantitative interpretation in other materials. F
fully closed-pore films depth profiling3 with PALS can also
search for depth-dependent inhomogeneities.
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